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BASEL 2007: Mission Seduction

On the occasion of this year’s Watch and Jewellery 

Trade Fair in Basel, Gravograph unveiled its Total 

Solution for jewellery personalisation. Visitors to the 

Gravograph stand were unanimous in their reaction: 

this is the machine they have been waiting for.

SMALL AND COMPACT

With this technology comes a wide 
range of advantages:

-- A compact machine (345 x 315 
x 305 mm), the M20 is easy to 
store, however limited your 
workspace. 

-- Thanks to its user-friendly 
interface, even first-time 
engravers will get to grips with the 
machine in no time. Achieve high 
quality, error-free engraving in 
just a few minutes.

-- This jewellery solution is also 
modular, designed for use with 
optional accessories such as the 
pen-engraving kit and chip 
collector.

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE

One of the highlights of the M20 is 
its accompanying software.

TheThe machine is computer-driven 
via Gravostyle QuickClick, 
comprehensive, user-friendly 
software engineered for the needs 
of the jewellery market (including 
a wealth of different fonts and 
advanced text management 
tools.)tools.)

In total synergy with the M20 
Jewel, this software enables you to 
select the type of object to be 
engraved (a ring, medal or pen) 
and position it on the machine – 
quickly and easily.

THE SOLUTION

Introducing the Gravograph M20 
Jewel machine, the solution to all 
your personalisation needs.

TheThe integrated vice on the M20 
Jewel allows for engraving not only 
medals and plates, but also the 
inside of rings and wedding rings. 
Yet, the most outstanding 
innovation of this machine is its 
capacity to engrave the outside of 
ringsrings and wedding rings. To 
complete its range of applications, 
a pen-engraving option is also 
available for this machine.

When we say an “ALL IN ONE” 
jewellery solution, we mean it.

What’s a wedding without a wedding ring? A christening without a chain bracelet or necklace? This is 
jewellery with real added value as a reminder of that one-off, special day. Engraving a name, date, or simple 
message adds an even more personal touch. It makes the difference.

As all jewellery specialists well know, this attention to detail is what makes a jeweller stand out from the 
crowd. We, at Gravograph, understand. We are launching a complete solution with this and jewellers’ needs 
in mind.
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